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ABSTRACT

Cellular senescence is a stress-response program characterized by a stable cell cycle arrest and a distinctive secretory program referred to as the SASP (senescence-associated secretory phenotype). As such, cells undergoing senescence not only exhibit cell-intrinsic phenotypic changes but also remodel their tissue environment to orchestrate a diverse range of physiological and pathological processes. In the context of cancer, senescence exerts a potent tumor suppressive effect by promoting cell intrinsic growth arrest as well as cell extrinsic immune-mediated clearance of damaged, pre-malignant or cancer cells, a phenomenon termed senescence immune surveillance. When this process is impaired, senescent cells can accumulate within tissues and, paradoxically, promote cancer and other age-related diseases. However, the specific mechanisms underlying the effective immune targeting of senescent cells, and how this process is altered during cancer development, are not fully understood.

Here we aim to investigate how senescent tumor cells interact with their microenvironment. To identify mechanisms that promote and mediate anti-tumor immunity, we developed a genetic immunocompetent model of liver cancer that enables inducible and reversible suppression of the tumor suppressor gene p53 to specifically reinstate the senescence program in advanced cancer cells. We find that senescence induction in advanced liver cancers altered the immune landscape leading to potent tumor regressions via activation of adaptive and innate immunity. Through transcriptomic, proteomic and functional analyses, we uncover that, in addition to the SASP, senescent cells undergo a substantial rewiring of
their surfaceome that reprograms extracellular sensing and signaling pathways, one of which linked to IFNγ responses. We demonstrate an increased sensitivity to IFNγ is a general feature of senescent cells, and that this enhanced response to extracellular IFNγ cooperates with cell-intrinsic transcriptional changes to promote endogenous antigen presentation capacity and optimal immune surveillance.

Altogether, our results uncover an underappreciated facet of senescence involving the remodeling of surfaceome that underlies a differential tissue sensing capacity, exemplified by an augmented IFNγ response, that is necessary for their immune-mediated clearance. Thus, while senescent cells are potent remodelers of their environment via the SASP, they are in turn also shaped by microenvironmental signals.
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INTRODUCTION

First characterized by Leonard Hayflick and Paul Moorhead 60 years ago, senescence remains a poorly understood cellular phenomenon characterized by (1) a robust irreversible cell cycle arrest and (2) distinct molecular, metabolic and epigenetic alterations (1). Despite its elusive features, senescence has since broad relevance in multiple physiological and pathological contexts including cancer, aging and tissue homeostasis and repair.

Cellular senescence is triggered by different stress-inducing stimuli. In cultured primary fibroblasts, senescence was found to result from telomere shortening, also known as replicative exhaustion (2). Significant shortening of telomeres after several rounds of cell replication leads to one-ended double strand breaks that trigger a DNA damage response (DDR) and subsequent cell cycle arrest (2,3). In addition to telomere attrition, other cellular stress stimuli have been identified to trigger senescence, such as non-telomeric DNA damage and aberrant oncogene expression (4,5). For instance, chemotherapy or ionizing radiation, both of which cause extensive DNA damage, induce senescence and is known therapy-induced senescence (TIS) (6). On the other hand, oncogenic mutations, which cause accumulating DNA damage in normal cells as they undergo abnormal DNA replication through multiple firing at the replication fork and creating replication stress, can also lead to premature senescence, a process termed “oncogene-induced senescence (OIS)” (4,7,8).

The DDR activates downstream signaling kinases including ATM, ATR, CHK1 and CHK2 as checkpoints to inhibit cells from re-entering cell cycle before
DNA damages are resolved. If the DDR signaling pathway is inhibited, cells won’t exit cell cycle to establish senescence (4,7,8). At the bottom of signaling cascade, it converges to activate tumor suppress gene p53, the target of ATM and ATR, to drive the expression of cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p21 for cell cycle arrest. Another critical player for enforcing senescence is p16, an inhibitor of CDK4 and CDK6, which activates downstream tumor suppressor, Rb, to stop cell cycle progression. Taken together, a persistent DDR signaling, downstream of replicative or oncogenic stress, is considered a major driver of senescence (9).

The Hallmarks of Senescence

Biomarkers of senescence

Senescent cells acquire several unique characteristics that distinguish them from normal cells. Here we describe several hallmark features of senescent cells (Fig. 1).

Morphologically, senescent cells are flattened and much bigger than proliferating or quiescent cells, and often acquire irregular shapes (1). Previously it has been deemed that the cell volume change results from the establishment of senescence; however, recent reports suggest that an increase of cytoplasm volume could also play a causative role in inducing senescence-associated growth arrest (10). Senescent cells also accumulate lysosomes in their cytoplasm, which have high β-galactosidase activity that catalyze the hydrolysis of β-galactosides into monosaccharides resulting in blue staining. This trait is also known as senescence-associated β-galactosidase (SA-β-gal), one of the most widely used senescence marker (11). This marker is generally not found in quiescent or
transformed cells, although it may still present in serum-starved or overconfluent cells in tissue culture (12). Senescent cells also have enlarged yet dysfunctional mitochondria, which may be linked to the alteration of cellular metabolism and the increase in reactive oxygen species (ROS) that accompanies the establishment of the senescent state (13).

Transcriptionally, senescent cells display widely altered gene expression programs. Consistent with the cell cycle arrest, they often strongly upregulate cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors such as p21 and p16 (14,15). As the expression of p21 and p16 are essential for the establishment and maintenance of senescence-associated growth arrest in otherwise normal cells, they are often used as markers to identify senescent cells in vitro and in vivo. Another obvious feature of senescence is the lack of DNA replication, shown by the loss of proliferation marker, Ki-67 and decreased incorporation of nucleoside analogous, such as BrdU. However, this alone cannot distinguish the senescent cells from quiescent or postmitotic cells.

Beyond these molecular traits linked to the cell cycle arrest, senescent cells exhibit an active expression of a variety of secreted factors, also known as senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP) (16). While SASP has been well described in the senescence field, it is more as a general concept that senescent cells could generate a pro-inflammatory milieu rather than a definitive marker due to the heterogeneity of the SASP factors and also the fact that some of those factors could be secreted by non-senescent cells. Of note, SASP is not universally present as p16 overexpression-induced senescence does not
necessarily have altered SASP transcriptional program (17). Regardless, the SASP is known to exert a broad spectrum of biological effects on both senescent cells themselves and neighboring cells (discussed below).

Functionally, senescent cells are resistant to apoptosis-mediated cell death. This is mediated through the upregulation of anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 family proteins (18). Intriguingly, both senescence and apoptosis program are linked to the activation of p53 pathway. What determines stressed cells to undergo a certain route over the other is still unclear; but it is likely a context-dependent outcome dictated by the intensity and type of the stimuli as well as the cell type (19). Although senescent cells are generally more resistant to apoptosis, there are still several ways to eliminate senescent cells, including exploiting our immune system to kill senescent cells in Fas ligand- or perforin/granzyme-dependent manner and the development of “senolytics” by antagonizing the anti-apoptotic pathways in senescent cells (20,21).

Mechanistically, the establishment of senescence is also often accompanied with chromatin changes, that have also been used as markers of this state. For example, senescence-associated heterochromatin foci (SAHF) are spatially organized heterochromatic domains that can be detected as dense DAPI-positive structures in the nucleus (22,23). However, SAHF is not a universal senescent marker but more restricted to the senescence program induced by aberrant oncogene activation. Functionally, SAHF formation compact the chromatin to restrain extensive DDR signaling (23). Treatment of oncogene-induced senescent cells with histone deacetylase inhibitors (HDACi) causes
heterochromatin relaxation and increases DDR, resulting in apoptosis and thus acting as a class of senolytic drug (24).

Another chromatin-related feature of senescence is the appearance of cytosolic chromatin fragments (CCF). It has been observed that senescent cells have disrupted nuclear envelope and breakdown of nuclear lamina due to the loss of Lamin B1 through autophagic degradation, causing the release of cytosolic CCF in the cytoplasm (25,26). Importantly, CCF activates cyclic GMP-AMP synthase (cGAS) and the adaptor stimulator of interferon genes (STING) pathway and further the downstream type I interferon responses, which can activate innate immunity (27-29).

Despite these distinct features, however, in the senescence field, there is still not a single, universal marker that can be simply applied to define senescence. Often, it requires a combination of several markers to discriminate the senescent cells from their proliferative, quiescent or differentiated counterparts. This may be due to the heterogenous phenotype of senescence affected by the triggers, cell types and the surrounding environment (30). It is also noteworthy that most of the senescence markers are best characterized in vitro. Whether senescent cells in vivo presenting the same or different markers is under intense investigation.
Figure 1. Hallmarks of cellular senescence Senescent cells exhibit several distinct features, including morphological, transcriptional, epigenetic and metabolic changes, that distinguish them from the proliferating or quiescent counterparts. However, so far there is not a universal specific marker but rather it requires multiple ones to define senescent cells. Of note, while most of the senescent markers are well characterized in vitro, it remains to unclear if the same criteria can be applied to identify senescent cells in vivo or whether they may present different markers.

**Non-Cell-autonomous effects of senescence: the SASP**

Although senescent cells are non-proliferative, they are not biologically neutral, as their secretory nature affects the behavior of neighboring cells. For example, it has been demonstrated that IGFBP7 act as a critical secretory factor to reinforce the growth arrest phenotype via an autocrine/paracrine manner in oncogenic BRAF-induced senescence in melanocytes (31). Moreover, SASP not only acts locally but also extend its effect to potentially to the whole organism (32).

The SASP factors comprise a broad range of proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines, extracellular matrix (ECM) degrading enzymes, and growth factors (16). IL-6 and IL-8 and CCL2 are perhaps the most commonly identified factors in SASP but dozens if not hundreds of other less-characterized bioactive factors may be present in SASP as well (33). Notably, the full development of the SASP is not an immediate process and the spectrum of SASP factors is also highly context dependent (34,35). The mechanistic underpinnings of the dynamic feature and diversity of SASP is an active area of investigation in the field, yet it is thought to be dictated by a combination of different factors including cell types, senescent stimuli, as well as the temporal factor (34).

Several studies have identified various master regulators controlling SASP mainly at the transcriptional level. For example, transcription factors Nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB) and CCAAT/enhancer-binding protein-β (C/EBPβ) bind to the promoter of SASP genes and regulate their activation (36,37).

Chromatin changes during senescence has also been linked to the development of SASP. The epigenetic reader bromodomain-containing protein 4
(BRD4), which recognizes and accumulates at the H3K27 acetylated histone mark defining the super-enhancer region, cooperates with multiple transcription factors to promote gene transcription. Newly formed super-enhancer regions have been observed closely adjacent to SASP genes in senescent cells and, as such, the inhibition of BRD4 abrogates the expression of SASP genes in a OIS model (38). On the other hand, polycomb repressor complex 2 (PRC2), which methylates the same H3K27 histone residue for transcriptional repression, competes with BRD4 to suppress the SASP. Indeed, EZH2, a core component of PRC2 complex, is repressed in senescent cells and the overexpression of EZH2 prevents entry of OIS and also abrogates the development of SASP (39).

Activation of DDR signaling is not only required for the induction and maintenance of senescence but also the SASP (40). However, it is still not well understood how DDR is specifically linked to the secretory phenotype. The cytosolic DNA sensing pathway, cGAS-STING, is a critical mediator linking cytosolic DNA fragments such as CCF and DNA pieces to the SASP (27,29,41). The activation of these pathway drives the production of inflammatory cytokines and type I interferons (IFN). Deletion of cGAS-STING pathway components reduces the proinflammatory SASP and limits the activation of senescence surveillance by the immune system. Additionally, recent findings have demonstrated that at the late stage of senescence (deep senescence), the retrotransposon elements are derepressed and transcribed into cytosolic cDNA, activating type-I IFN responses (42,43). Together, these findings suggest the
cGAS-STING sensor pathway is a critical regulator of SASP during senescence induction, as well for the cell-intrinsic activation of the type I IFN responses.

While the SASP is a critical mediator of senescent cell-microenvironment interactions, its role is still poorly characterized. Indeed, the non-cell-autonomous effect of SASP cannot be simply explained by a single factor but most likely through a combination of many acting together. Moreover, the bidirectional crosstalk between senescent cells and microenvironment may also create a feedback loop to increase the diversity and complexity of SASP, highlighting the challenges to study the versatile facets of senescence in different contexts.

**Biological outputs: Senescence as a double-edge sword**

*Beneficial effects of senescence*

Senescence plays a pivotal and beneficial role in developmental patterning and tissue repair (44). During embryonic development, senescence acts as a normal programmed mechanism parallel to apoptosis to instruct morphogenesis and tissue remodeling (45,46). Another setting in which senescence plays a crucial physiological role is tissue repair, in which the SASP has been shown to facilitate fibrosis resolution and wound healing to maintain tissue homeostasis. Specifically, fibrosis has been associated with an aberrant accumulation of ECM within tissues that limits their normal function and leads to long-term tissue scaring. In an experimental model of liver fibrosis triggered by CCl4, senescence restrains the proliferation and expansion of ECM-producing activated hepatic stellate cells to curb the progression of the pathology following liver damage. The SASP of these senescent hepatic stellate cells also recruits macrophages and reprograms them
into an M1 phenotype leading to immune-mediated clearance of those ECM-producing cells (47,48). In the context of cutaneous wound healing, damaged fibroblasts and endothelial cells undergo senescence and secrete SASP factors that promote myofibroblast differentiation to accelerate wound closure (49). The requirement of senescent cells in instructing these would healing processes has been further supported by a genetic mouse model (p16-3MR (49)), which showed that specific depletion of p16-positive (including senescent) cells through the administration of ganciclovir slowed down the wound healing process.

Given its growth arrest characteristic, senescence has been extensively studied in the context of cancer, where it has been shown to act as a potent barrier to tumorigenesis and cancer progression. For example, senescence induced by oncogenic signaling restrains the transformation of premalignant cells. Moreover, TIS promotes cell cycle arrest and immune-mediated elimination of cancer cells (6,8). In both contexts, the tumor suppressive role of senescence has been linked to both cell-intrinsic and cell-extrinsic mechanisms. As such, beyond the growth arrest phenotype, the SASP can reinforce the senescence state in an autocrine and also lead to senescence immune surveillance through paracrine effects in non-tumor cells of the tissue environment. Specifically, in the premalignant setting, the SASP can induce a senescence-like arrest in normal neighboring cells, such as fibroblasts or melanocytes, to reinforce growth arrest in the preneoplastic lesions (31,50). In the OIS model, aberrant activation of oncogenic RAS in hepatocytes triggers senescence which in turn drives recruitment of macrophages and CD4 T cells for their immune-mediated elimination, in a SASP-dependent manner (51).
Moreover, a pioneering study from our lab showed that triggering senescence in cancer cells through restoration of endogenous tumor suppressor gene, p53, leads to the recruitment and activation of innate immune cells that can then kill senescent tumor cells and drive potent tumor regressions, also in a SASP-dependent manner (52). This report provided proof of concept that inducing senescence in cancer cells can elicit potent anti-tumor immune responses.

Building upon these findings, several studies have shown that therapy-induced senescence could mimic the effects of restoring endogenous TSG in driving anti-tumor immunity through SASP-mediated mobilization and activation of NK and CD8 T cells into the tumor microenvironment, and remodeling the vasculature to increase the accessibility of drug and immune cells (53,54). Importantly, the abrogation of SASP in both premalignant or full-blown cancer cells triggered to senesce impairs recruitment of immune cells, resulting in an aberrant accumulation of senescent cells in vivo (38,53). As detailed below, such aberrant accumulation of senescent cells can promote tumor initiation and/or outgrowth, suggesting that a dynamic balance between the induction and elimination of senescent cells is key for promoting its beneficial effects in vivo (Fig. 2).
Figure 2. The pleiotropic effects of the SASP. SASP can exert both anti- and pro-tumorigenic roles depending on the context. It’s most likely that senescence and the accompanying SASP exerts its beneficial effect to prevent tumorigenesis and cancer progression if it is resolved in a timely manner, whereas its chronic presence could elicit the undesirable adverse effects that disrupt the original barrier and promote cancer development.
**Detrimental effects of senescence**

Although senescence likely evolved as a protective mechanism for maintaining tissue homeostasis and preventing tumorigenesis, it can also have a dark side mainly conferred by the pleiotropic effect of the SASP when senescent cells accumulate within tissues. Multiple proinflammatory factors, including IL-6 and IL-1RA, are secreted from senescent cells and promote sterile chronic inflammation. These signals lead to several age-related diseases, including cardiovascular diseases, tissue dysfunction and paradoxically, cancer (55).

An example of a senescence-associated pathology are atherosclerotic plaques, which have been shown to accumulate SA-β-Gal- and p16-positive endothelial cells, vascular smooth muscle cells and macrophages, suggesting senescent cells play a critical role in their pathogenesis (56). In addition, senescent cells might affect tissue regeneration by exhausting stem cells or progenitors in a paracrine manner (57). While autocrine senescence may be beneficial for self-amplifying the senescent phenotype and limiting tumorigenesis, the same proinflammatory factors including IL-6, GROα and TGF-β, either are directly secreted by senescent cells and/or indirectly secreted from SASP-recruited immune cells in the microenvironment, could contribute to the spread of senescence in tissues through circulation and lead to tissue and organismal dysfunction. There is an accumulating evidence suggesting that senescent cells aberrantly accumulate in different tissues during ageing and also are responsible for age-associated pathologies (58). These phenotypes have been proposed to link to the high circulating levels of inflammatory molecules secreted by senescent
cells, also known as inflammaging (59). It is manifested at an organismal level including weight loss, muscle loss and weakness and chronic inflammation. By removing senescent cells through the genetic approach, it showed an improvement in the activity and health index in both prematurely and naturally aged mice and also extend lifespan (60,61). However, it still remains unclear whether it is the elimination of senescent cells or abrogating the accompanying SASP contributing to the effect.

In the context of cancer, SASP plays a dual role which can be either tumor-suppressive or tumor-promoting depending on the context (62,63). For example, it has been demonstrated in a liver model where senescent cells present along with the pre-malignant and malignant cells, the inflammatory cytokines and growth factors will enhance the tumor cell proliferation and lead to the cancer progression (64). SASP can also create an immune suppressive environment to promote tumorigenesis by recruiting immune suppressive immature myeloid cells that inhibit T cells function in the premalignant senescent prostate cancer lesions (65). Moreover, SASP is also linked to the adverse effect of chemotherapy and increased the risk of cancer relapse. As SASP also contains ECM-degrading enzymes, it is involved in ECM remodeling through factors such as matrix metalloproteinases, which can expose a variety of nutrients and mitogens to the cancer cells thereby increasing their proliferation (66). It has also been demonstrated that SASP promotes the invasiveness of tumor cells by facilitating the angiogenesis and also cell-intrinsic ability to metastasize (67).
Altogether, both senescence and the SASP has both positive and negative effects that appear to be highly context-dependent, influenced by a poorly understood interplay between the nature of the senescence inducer, the cell types undergoing this process, the timing and dynamics of senescence response, and the environment in which it takes place. It is mostly likely that in an acute manner, senescence and the accompanying SASP favors proper tissue development, tissue repair and recruitment of immune cells to preserve tissue homeostasis. Nevertheless, a persistent presence of senescent cells can lead to chronic inflammation and contribute to ageing-related pathologies including cancer (Fig. 2). This highlights the importance of understanding the mechanisms of senescence immunosurveillance in relevant models that can capture both its cell-intrinsic and cell-extrinsic effects, and also developing methods to favor the elimination of senescent cells in vivo.

**Selective elimination of senescent cells for therapeutics**

The accumulation of senescent cells in the tissue can promote chronic inflammation and lead to an increased risk of developing age-related diseases including tissue dysfunction and cancer. Therefore, in an effort to extend the healthspan and lifespan, the development of senolytic strategies to specifically eliminate senescent cells has received increasing attention. Genetic elimination of p16 positive cells, a marker of senescent cells, significantly increases the healthspan and lifespan of the mice in several mouse models (p16-3MR (49) and INK-ATTAC (60)). Conversely, an interesting study demonstrated that transplanting a small number of senescent adipocytes into young mice could have
a systemic effect on the organism that leads to deteriorating tissue function and also shorter lifespan (32). Consistent with this notion, chemotherapy-induced senescence in primary normal cells has been associated with an increased risk of blood clotting and cancer relapse (68,69). This phenotype is mitigated by the depletion of p16 positive senescent cells in the p16-3MR mice, suggesting senescence functionally contributes to these deleterious effects. Thus, a proliferating body of evidence supports the idea that aberrant accumulation of senescent cells can compromise the beneficial role of senescence and leave undesirable outcomes. To selectively eliminate senescent cells, there are currently two major strategies that have been currently explored: the development of pharmacological agents termed “senolytics” and harnessing the immune system, either in its natural form or in a synthetic one.

**Senolytics**

As many senescence triggers are also potent inducers of apoptosis, senescent cells have been shown to be primed to this form of cell death yet avoid it often by the upregulation of anti-apoptotic Bcl2 family proteins in mitochondria (18). Therefore, inhibition of those proteins (Bcl-2, Bcl-XL, Bcl-W) is a feasible approach to antagonize the pro-survival machinery of senescent cells. ABT-737 and ABT-263 (also known as navitoclax) are drugs inhibiting the activity of Bcl-2 family to selectively initiate apoptosis in senescent cells (18,21). Another commonly used senolytics is the combination of dasatinib (D), a pan-tyrosine kinase inhibitor, plus quercetin (Q), a natural flavonoid that affect PI3K pathway, to inhibit pro-survival signaling (70). This combination can reduce p16 positive cells
in vivo and extend survival in mice and is currently under clinical trial now (71); however, whether the effect is conferred by the specific elimination of senescent cells or including other non-senescent p16-positive remains obscure. Other class of drugs have been identified in phenotypic screens to eliminate senescent cells, including heat shock protein (Hsp90) inhibitors (72) and HDAC inhibitors (24). Interestingly, a recent concept termed “one-two punch approach” has been proposed to exploit senolytics in cancer therapy, with a first drug inducing senescence in cancer cells followed by second drug triggering selective elimination of those cells (73,74). This synthetic lethal approach may provide extra specificity of targeting malignant cells and spare normal cells during cancer treatments.

**Senescence immunosurveillance**

A different approach to selectively target senescent cells is using the natural role of immune system in recognizing and eliminating stressed, damaged cells. As an example, our lab has demonstrated that combinatorial treatment of KRAS-mutated lung cancer cells with CDK4/6 and MEK inhibitors trigger senescence and elicits a potent NK cell response to eliminate senescent tumor cells (53). The same combination therapy has also shown efficacy in treating pancreatic cancer where in this case, senescence induces vascular remodeling that favors infiltration of immune cells, especially CD8 T cells. Though the intratumoral T cells showed exhausted phenotype, the combination of CDK4/6 and MEK inhibition with blockade of immune checkpoints restores the cytotoxicity to kill the senescent cells and extend the survival in mice (54). One the other hand, a recent study shows that by engineering senescence-specific chimeric antigen receptor T cells (CAR-
T), it can be used as a cellular therapy to target senescent cells (75). The identification of relative specific senescent cell surface marker, uPAR, has enabled the development of CAR-T cells, which showed potent senolytic effect in two different senescent models, liver fibrosis and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). This methodology has also opened a new route to eliminate senescent cells by developing agents such as bispecific antibodies or antibodies conjugated with toxic ligands that can recognize unique senescent cell surface markers.

Together, these approaches show several parallel paths to eliminate senescent cells in vitro and in vivo. However, considering the highly heterogeneous nature of senescence in vivo, there may not be a universal way to target all types of senescent cells. Instead, different contexts, such as aging, atherosclerosis and cancer, may require a specific strategy for alleviating the downside of senescence.

Liver cancer as a clinical challenge and model to study senescence

Liver cancer is not only a leading cause of cancer-related deaths globally but also one of a few cancer types with a rising trend of annual rates of death in the past two decades. Thus, there is a need to develop novel strategies to treat this deadly cancer (76). The initiation and progression of liver cancer is highly related to chronic inflammation and repetitive tissue damage/repair. Consistent with the tumor suppressive role of cellular senescence, aberrant activation of oncogenes, such as mutant Nras, in hepatocytes can induce OIS and restrain liver tumorigenesis (51). In addition, senescence can limit liver fibrosis and cancer in a non-cell-autonomous manner, with tissue damage induced-senescence of hepatic
stellate cells enabling tissue repair in a p53-dependent manner (47,48). Moreover, a seminal discovery from our lab demonstrated that restoration of p53 in established murine liver cancer cells can trigger them to undergo cellular senescence and thereby activate the innate immune system, including NK cells and macrophages, to drive rapid tumor regressions (52). However, some technical limitations from the study should also be noted, it relied on transplantation liver cancer model into nude mice which are not fully immunocompetent, thus limiting the interpretation for the contribution of the adaptive immune system and associated cellular networks. In addition, it used liver progenitor cells as the cell of origin for liver tumor transformation, which do not fully recapitulate the natural development of liver tumors, formed by transformation of adult hepatocytes (77).

Circumventing these limitations, the development of hydrodynamic tail vein injection technique has enabled somatic genetic engineering of adult hepatocytes more feasible (78). Through this technique, hepatocytes specifically uptake DNA constructs for the expression of oncogenes and inactivation of tumor suppressor genes, without affecting other cell types. As such, it can be used to generate a syngeneic murine liver tumor with different combination of genetic alterations found in human liver cancer in a completely immunocompetent background. Together, the senescence-associated features of liver pathology and the availability of flexible approaches for its in vivo genetic manipulation make liver cancer an attractive disease setting to study senescence and anti-tumor immunity in vivo.
OBJECTIVES

Despite the well-established roles of senescence in physiopathological processes including wound healing, host immunity and tumor suppression, the molecular mechanisms underlying these processes are poorly understood. Moreover, as the senescence state has been predominantly studied in *in vitro* cultured cells, how this alters the state, behavior and fate of tumor cells *in vivo* is still incompletely understood. Understanding these fundamental aspects of senescence is important, as the aberrant accumulation of senescent cells within tissues increases the risk of developing age-related diseases including organ dysfunction and cancer, hence the increasing interest in developing immune- or drug-based senolytics.

To address these questions, the first part of my thesis aims to *elucidate the mechanisms whereby cellular senescence elicits effective anti-tumor immune responses* against liver cancer in vivo, with the ultimate goal of identifying new strategies to pharmacologically mimic or enhance these effects. To do so, we developed up a *genetically-controlled in vivo system to study senescence in an novel immunocompetent mouse model of liver cancer*. There are two unique features of this senescence-inducible model that distinguishes from other approaches (eg. therapy-induced senescence): 1) it allows for selective perturbation of the epithelial compartment, avoiding confounding effects of inducing senescence systemically in immune, stromal cells and other normal cells in the tumor microenvironment (79,80); 2) it enables synchronous and ubiquitous engagement of senescence program controlled by a
genetic switch, thus avoiding potential penetrance issues of pharmacologic senescence inducers. These features thus allow us to interrogate the biology of senescence in vivo, in a spatiotemporally-controlled manner.

The specific objectives are:

• To develop an immunocompetent senescence-inducible liver cancer mouse model.

• To characterize tumor cell-intrinsic changes of senescence and their effects in the tumor microenvironment.

• To identify pathways/factors critical for the interaction between senescent tumor cells and the tumor microenvironment that triggers effective anti-tumor surveillance.

During my thesis, we have also developed an optimized pipeline for high-throughput functional genomic screens to identify factors sustaining the senescent cell state that could serve as novel senolytic targets. This work is still at the early stage and will be included in the Appendix.

The specific objectives are as followed:

• To generate an optimized-shRNA library targeting cell-surface factors selectively expressed by senescent cells

• To identify putative senolytic targets to eliminate senescent liver cancer cells.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Culture and drug treatment
p53-inducible mouse liver cancer cell lines were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and penicillin and streptomycin (GIBCO) on the collagen-coated plates (PurCol, Advanced Biomatrix, 0.1 mg/ml) and maintain by the addition of 1 μg/ml doxycycline to suppress p53 expression. To trigger the senescence response, the cells were removed from doxycycline treatment and the cells became senescent around 6 days. For human liver cell lines, HepG2 and SK-Hep1 were cultured with EMEM dish and SNU447 was cultured in RPMI-1640, all supplemented with 10% FBS and penicillin and streptomycin, in non-coated, tissue culture treated vessels. The concentration and regimen of drug treatment in cancer cell lines were as followed. For JQ1 treatments, cells were treated with 500 nM of JQ1 for 48 hours prior to harvest. For trametinib (25nM), palbociclib (500nM), nutlin (10 uM) and cisplatin (1uM) treatment, cells were treated for 7 days prior to harvest. The concentration of DMSO corresponded to the drug treatment and does not exceed 1:3,000 of dilution, which shown no discernable toxicity to the cultured cells. Indicated dose of mouse and human recombinant IFNγ was administrated to the murine and human lines respectively after 24 hours of cell seeding and the cells were harvest after 24 hr treatment.

Primary Liver tumor generation and isolation of liver cell lines
C57BL/6N female mice aged 8-9 weeks old were injected via hydrodynamic injection with a sterile 2 ml (or 1/10 of mouse body weight) 0.9% NaCl solution
containing 5 μg of NrasG12D-IRES-rtTA (or NrasG12D-IRES-rtTA-IRES-Luc) and 20 ug of TRE-tRFP-shp53 each transposon vector together with 5ug CMV-SB13 Transposase (5:1 ratio) via the lateral tail vein. Doxycycline was administered to mice via 625 mg/kg doxycycline-containing food pellets (Harlan Teklad) at least 4 days before injection. The tumor was harvested at 5-7 weeks after injection for cell line isolation or bulk RNA-seq analysis. To derive cancer cell lines from primary liver tumor, tumors were minced and digested with 1 mg/ml collagenase IV (C5138, Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.3% Dispase II (Roche 04942078001) in DEME at 37 °C for a maximum of 30 mins. The cells were spun down to remove the supernatant and plated on collagen-coated plate. The cells were passaged at least 7-8 passages to remove the fibroblasts and obtain homogenous population.

Animal study
C57BL/6 mice were predominantly used for the animal study for the HTVI tumor generation and orthotopic liver injection experiments in the immunocompetent setting. C57BL/6N strain was mainly used except for the matching control strain with IFNG KO mice that was in the C57BL/6J background. However, we didn’t observe any difference in terms of the tumor growth or senescence surveillance phenotype between C57BL/6N and J strain. The female mice were used in the experiment for the convenience of cage separation. Nonetheless, there was no observed sex and age (between 8-13 weeks) difference for the aforementioned phenotypes, and we managed to match the control and experimental group with the same sex and age of mice. For the orthotopic liver tumor injection, the cells
were prepared in 20 ul with 1:1 ratio of DMEM and Matrigel and injected using 31-gauge needle to the left lobe of the mouse liver following the standard surgery practice at MSKCC. Due to a varied degree of immunodeficiency in C57BL/6, Nude and R2G2 (Envigo) mice, different amount of mouse liver tumor cells was injected to the mouse liver and the mice were kept on dox feed. In details, 500,000, 100,000 and 50,000 cells were injected respectively to have comparable tumor size at 2 weeks after injection. The mice were then randomized for the subsequent experimental design.

**Lentiviral and retroviral production and infection**

Lentivirus was generated by co-transfection of viral vectors with packaging plasmids psPAX2 and pCMV-VSVG (Addgene) into 293T cells. Retroviruses were generated by co-transfection of viral vectors with pCMV-VSVG (Addgene) into 293GP cells. Polyethylenimine (PEI) is added during co-transfection with a ratio of total DNA:PEI = 1:3 to facilitate the binding of the plasmid to the cell surface. Viral containing supernatants were cleared of cellular debris by 0.45 μM filtration and mixed with 4 μg/ml polybrene. Target cells were exposed to viral supernatants for overnight before being washed, grown for 24 h in fresh media, then subjected to antibiotic selection or fluorescence-based cell sorting.

**Genetic manipulation of cell line using CRISPR/Cas9**

To knock out specific gene in the mouse and human liver tumor cell line, plasmid pX458 that contain the individual sgRNA was used for transient PEI transfection.
Cells were subsequently sorted by GFP positivity with flow cytometry 36-48 h post-transfection. For Ifngr1 and B2m KO experiment, cells were first stained with IFNGR1 and MHC-I antibody respectively and sorted through flow cytometry to enrich the negative population with mean fluorescence intensity comparable to IgG control. The sorted population were further tested with IFNγ to examine if MHC-I expression is still inducible or present in those KO cells. For p53 KO in human cell lines, transfected cells were first sorted based on GFP positivity to enrich the population then selected through Nutlin treatment (10 uM) for 5-7 days until the cells are not responsive to Nutlin-induced growth arrest.

**Co-culture killing assays**

CD8 T cells were isolated from spleens of female OT-1 mice (Jackson laboratory), mechanically disrupted by passing them through a 70 μm cell strainer, and centrifuged at 1500 rpm x 5 minutes. Red blood cells were lysed with ACK lysis buffer (Quality Biological) for 5 minutes. Total splenocytes or CD8+ T cells FACS sorted on a Sony MA900 were then activated with CD3/CD28 Dynabeads (one bead/T cell, Thermo Fisher) and cultured in presence of IL-2 (2 ng/ml; Biolegend), IL-7 (2.5 ng/ml; Peprotech) and IL-15 (50 ng/ml; Peprotech) in complete RPMI media supplemented with 10% FBS and 100 IU/ml penicillin/streptomycin for four to six days prior to co-culture assays with mouse liver tumor cells. For Kupffer cells isolation, the mice were first subjected to liver perfusion as previously described (81). After perfusion, the liver was removed and homogenized and then digested with protease solution (0.5 mg/ml type XIV protease, Sigma, P5147) supplemented
with DNAsel (0.2 ug/ml, Roche, 10104159001) for 15 minutes at 37C with constant stirring. This suspension was then centrifuged at 50 xg for 3 minutes to remove the sedated hepatocytes. The supernatant was then transferred and centrifuged 580xg for 5 minutes at 4C. The pellet was then washed with HBSS to remove residual protease solution and centrifuged at 580xg for 5 minutes at 4C to pellet the cells again. The pellet is then resuspended with FACS buffer and subjected to α-F4/80 isolation according to the manufacturer instruction (Miltenyi Biotec, 130-110-443). After isolation, the purity of Kupffer cells was confirmed with F4/80 staining through flow cytometry.

Murine liver tumor cells were transduced with retrovirus expressing PresentER-SIINFEKL construct (Addgene #102944) to present OVA on the cell surface. The construct contains a puromycin selection marker and also GFP for cell visualization. The transduced cells were further selected against puromycin to obtain > 95% GFP positivity. Then the tumor cells were kept ± dox to induce senescence (p53 restored for 6 days). To set up the co-culture assay, proliferating and senescent tumor cells were first plated in the individual well of a 96 well collagen-coated plate (the cell number ratio is 1:2 to have similar amount of the cells next day). Kupffer cells were isolated at the same day and plated with indicated ratio about 7 hours after. If only T cells and tumor cells co-culture was performed, the step of Kupffer cells can be skipped. After 24 hours of initial plating, OT-I T cells were added at the indicated ratio. Co-cultures were imaged over time using an INCell 6000 high-content imager (GE Healthcare Life Sciences), with the 488 nm and 633 nm laser excitation, using a 10× objective. The correct focal plane was maintained by the
use of the INCell laser–based focus system at each time point, which maintains a focal plane relative to the bottom of the well. Images were captured at indicated time points, starting after the seeding of T cells onto liver cancer cells/Kupffer cells co-cultures. Images for each channel were saved during the experiment and subsequently analyzed using Columbus image analysis software. GFP+ tumor cells were identified and segmented from background using an intensity-based threshold method. T cells labeled with the CellTracker Deep Red Dye were identified using the same threshold method as the tumor cells. The number of the GFP+ tumor cells was quantified and normalized to the untreated control to calculate the killing index.

**Senescence in vitro and in vivo assays**

For colony formation assays, 2,500 mouse liver cancer cells were plated in each well of a 6-well plate. Cells were cultured for 6 days, then fixed with 4% formaldehyde, and stained with crystal violet. Detection of SA-β-gal activity in mouse tissues was performed as described (36). Population doubling curves were generated as follows. Cells were washed with PBS, trypsinized, and 100,000 cells were initially plated in triplicate in 6 well dishes off and on dox. Every 48 h cell number was recorded and same number of cells was replated. Population doublings for each 48 h period were calculated by dividing the final cell number to initial cell number. For in vivo SA-b-gal staining, fresh frozen tissue sections were fixed with 0.5% glutaraldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 15 min, washed with PBS supplemented with 1 mM MgCl₂ and stained for 5–8 h in PBS
containing 1 mM MgCl₂, 1 mg ml⁻¹ X-gal, 5 mM potassium ferricyanide and 5 mM potassium ferrocyanide. Tissue sections were counterstained with eosin.

**Whole mount immunostaining and tissue clearing**

To determine the abundance of T-cells and neutrophils and their spatial relation in the livers of mice injected with 500,000 murine liver tumor cells, we performed whole mount immunostaining and tissue clearing of excised tumors as previously described (82). For these experiments, mice were euthanized with CO₂ to harvest proliferating and senescent liver tumors 10 days or where indicated after randomization point. Mice were then the livers were collected in PBS with 4% PFA and were fixed at 4°C overnight. After three washes with PBS for 1 h each at room temperature, tissues were permeabilized in methanol (MetOH) gradients in PBS (PBS > MetOH 50% > MetOH 80% > MetOH 100%, for 30 min in each solution). Then, tissues were bleached with Dent’s bleach (15% H₂O₂, 16.7% Dimethyl sulfoxide [DMSO] in MetOH) for 1 h at room temperature and rehydrated through descending methanol gradients in PBS (MetOH 80% > MetOH 50% > PBS, 30 min in each solution). Then tissues were incubated with blocking buffer containing PBS with 0.3% Triton X100, 0.2% BSA, 5% DMSO, 0.1% azide and 25% FBS for 24 h at 4°C with shaking. Afterwards, lungs were stained with antibodies against CD3 (rat anti CD3, clone 17A2, cat 100202, Biolegend), MPO (goat, Human/Mouse Myeloperoxidase/MPO Antibody, R&D Systems) and CD31 (Hamster anti human/mouse-CD31, 2H8, MA3105, Thermo Fisher), all 1:200 in blocking buffer for 3 days at 4°C and shaking. After washing for 24 h in washing buffer (PBS with
0.2% Triton X100 and 3% NaCl), the tissues were stained with secondary antibodies donkey-anti-Rat-AF488 (A212008, Invitrogen) and donkey-anti-goat AF647 (A21447, Invitrogen) 1:400 for 2 days at 4ºC, shaking. Then, tissues were washed for 24 h in washing buffer and thereafter stained with goat-anti-hamster-AF568 (Goat anti-Hamster IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 568, A21112, Thermo Fisher) 1:400 and DAPI (1:1000) for 2 days at 4ºC, shaking. Finally, tissues were washed for 24 h in washing buffer and thereafter dehydrated in MetOH gradients in dH₂O using glass containers (MetOH 50% > MetOH 70% > MetOH 90% > 3x MetOH 100%, 30 min for each step). Then, tissues were cleared for 30 min in 50% MetOH and 50% benzyl alcohol, benzyl benzoate (BABB, mixed 1:2) and 1 h in 100% BABB, and finally, imaged on an SP8 Microscope (Leica). Quantification was performed with Imaris software (Bitplane).

In some experiments we quantified the endogenous signal of the IFNγ sensing reporter in the liver tumor cells. In these experiments, we employed a different clearing technique that maintains the endogenous fluorescence (83). Tissues were excised and fixed as stated above, and then were soaked in CUBIC-I in a 15 ml conical tube container. CUBIC-I was prepared mixing 108 ml of ddH₂O with 75g of Urea (Sigma, U5128), 75g of N,N,N’,N’-Tetrakis(2-Hydroxypropyl)ethylenediamine (Sigma, 122262) and 42ml of Triton X-100 (Sigma, X100). Samples were maintained at 37ºC and shaking for 7 days, changing the media every other day, until clear. Then, the samples were counterstained for DAPI in CUBIC-1 (1:1000) for 24h and washed in CUBIC-I overnight. Images were acquired and analyzed the same as above.
**Western blotting**

Cell lysates were extracted using RIPA buffer supplemented with phosphatase and protease inhibitor (5872, Cell Signaling Technology) and protein concentration was determined by BCA assay. Samples were boiled for 5 minutes and 20 to 30 μg of protein were separated by SDS-PAGE, transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes (Millipore) according to standard protocols and probed with the relevant primary antibody overnight at 4°C. Membranes were then incubated with horseradish peroxide (HRP)-conjugated) anti-rabbit IgG or anti-mouse IgG secondary antibodies (1:10,000, GE Healthcare Life Science) at room temperature and proteins were detected using Pierce ECL Western Blotting Substrate (34095, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Antibodies were diluted as follows: p53 (CM5) (1:500, NCL-L-p53-CM5p, Leica Biosystems), p21 (F-5) (1:500, sc-6246, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), Phospho-Stat1 (Tyr701) (1:500, #9167, Cell Signaling Technology), Stat1 (1:1,000, #14994, Cell Signaling Technology). Protein loading was measured using a monoclonal β-actin antibody directly conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (1:20,000; AC-15, Sigma-Aldrich) and vinculin (1:2,000, ab129002, Abcam). ECL developed blots were imaged using a FluorChem M system (Protein Simple).

**Cytokine array**

Conditioned media samples (collected in complete DMEM) from proliferating or senescent in mouse liver cancer cell lines (plated in duplicate) were normalized
based on cell number by diluting with complete DMEM. Aliquots (50 μl) of the conditioned media were analyzed using multiplex immunoassays designed for mouse (Mouse Cytokine/Chemokine Array 31-Plex) from Eve Technologies. Biological replicates were averaged to determine cytokine levels. Heatmaps display relative cytokine expression values normalized to geometric means from both proliferating and senescent samples.

**Plasma membrane-enriched mass spectrometry**

To capture potential post-transcriptional changes altering the cell surface proteome induced by senescence induction, we enriched for cell surface proteins of proliferating or senescent cells through biotin-based labeling followed by pull-down purification. We adapted the protocol from previous published study (84) and followed the manufacturer instruction (Pierce Cell Surface Protein Isolation Kit #89881). In brief, we plated the proliferating and senescent cells (p53 restored 6 days) and collected the 2 days later. Before harvesting the cells, cells were incubated with biotin solution for 30 minutes at 4C to allow the surface protein labeling. Cells were then washed and lysed followed by column purification to enriched plamsa membrane proteins. The proteins were then digested in situ in the column overnight using trypsin at 37C on a rotor. Digested proteins were subjected to liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) according to established protocols. Non-biotinylated cell lysates were also included and served as background controls.
High throughput RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) analysis

For in vitro liver cell lines RNA preparation, total RNA was extracted using using TRIzol (Thermo Fisher Scientific) following the manufacturer’s instructions. For in vivo bulk tumor RNA-seq, proliferating tumor was harvested 7-10 day after randomization point and senescent tumor was harvested 12 days after p53 restoration. To extract tissue RNA, freshly isolated tumor chunk was first stored in RNA-later solution (AM7024, Thermo Scientific) to preserve RNA integrity until extraction and RNeasy kit (74106, Quiagen) was used to purified tissue RNA following the instructions. Purified polyA mRNA was subsequently fragmented, and first and second strand cDNA synthesis performed using standard Illumina mRNA TruSeq library preparation protocols. Double stranded cDNA was subsequently processed for TruSeq dual-index Illumina library generation. For sequencing, pooled multiplexed libraries were run on a HiSeq 2500 machine on RAPID mode. Approximately 10 million 76bp single-end reads were retrieved per replicate condition. Resulting RNA-Seq data was analyzed by removing adaptor sequences using Trimmomatic (85), aligning sequencing data to GRCm38 – mm10 with STAR (86), and genome wide transcript counting using HTSeq (87) to generate a RPKM matrix of transcript counts. Genes were identified as differentially expressed using R package DESeq2 with a cutoff of absolute log2FoldChange ≥ 1 and adjusted p value < 0.05 between experimental conditions (88). Functional enrichments of these differential expressed genes were performed with enrichment analysis tool Enrichr (89). Gene expressions of RNA-Seq data were clustered using hierarchical clustering based on one minus pearson
correlation test. For pathway enrichment analysis, the weighted GSEA Preranked mode was used on a set of curated signatures in the molecular signatures database (MSigDB v6.2) (https://www.broadinstitute.org/gsea/msigdb/index.jsp). From 17,810 signatures, signatures with 15-500 genes were only considered for the further analyses. From the results, enriched signatures with an adjusted p value less than 0.05 were considered as statistically significant.

**Quantitative PCR with reverse transcription**

Total RNA was isolated from mouse liver tumor cell line using TRIzol (Thermo Fisher Scientific) following the manufacturer's instructions. cDNA was obtained from 500 ng RNA using the Transcriptor First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Roche) after treatment with DNase I (18068015, Thermo Fisher Scientific) following the manufacturer's instructions. The following primer sets for mouse sequences were used:

- Tap1_F 5’-GGACTTGCCCTTGTTCCGAGAG-3’, Tap1_R 5’-GCTGCCACATAACTGATAGCGA-3’
- Psmb8_F 5’-ATGGCGTTACTGGATCTGTGC-3’, Psmb8_R 5’-CGCGGAGAAACTGTAGTGTCC-3’
- Nlrc5_F 5’-CCTGCGTCCCAGTCATTC-3’, Nlrc5_R 5’-CTGCTGGTGTCATGAGGAGA-3’
- Hprt_F 5’-TCAGTCAACGGGACATATAA-3’, Hprt_R 5’-GGGGCTGTACTGCTTAACCCAG-3’
- Rplp0_F 5’-GCTCCAAGCAGATGCAGCA-3’, Rplp0_R 5’-CCGGATGTGAGGCAGCAG-3’

Quantitative PCR with reverse transcription (qRT–PCR) was carried out in triplicate (10 cDNA ng per reaction) using SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) on the ViiA 7 Real-Time
PCR System (Life technologies). Hprt, Rplp0 (also known as 36b4) served as endogenous normalization controls.

**Tumor measurement by ultrasound and bioluminescence imaging**

High-contrast ultrasound imaging was performed on a Vevo 2100 System with a MS250 13- to 24-MHz scanhead (VisualSonics) to stage and quantify liver tumor burden. Tumor volume was analyzed using Vevo LAB software. Bioluminescence imaging was used to track luciferase expression in orthotopically injected liver tumor cells expressing a LUC-GFP reporter as well as primary HTVI tumor harboring luciferase construct. Mice were injected IP with luciferin (5 mg/mouse; Gold Technologies) and then imaged on a Xenogen IVIS Spectrum imager (PerkinElmer) 10 minutes later. Quantification of luciferase signaling was analyzed using Living Image software (Caliper Life Sciences).

**Flow cytometry**

For in vivo sample preparation, orthotopically injected liver tumors were isolated by removing the adjacent normal tissue, and allocated for 10% formalin fixation, OCT frozen blocks, snap frozen tissue, and flow cytometry analysis. To prepare single cell suspensions for flow cytometry analysis, liver tumor was mechanically disrupted to a single cell suspension using a 150 μm metal mesh and glass pestle in ice-cold 3% FCS/HBSS and passed through a 70 μm strainer. The liver homogenate was spun down at 400 g × 5 minutes at 4°C, and the pellet was resuspended in 15ml 3% FCS/HBSS, 500ul (500U) heparin, and 8ml Percoll (GE),
mixed by inversion, and spun at 500 g × 10 min at 4°C. After removal of supernatant, cells were resuspended in PBS supplemented with 2% FBS. Samples were blocked with anti-CD16/32 (FC block, BD Pharmigen) for 20 minutes and then incubated with the following antibodies for 30 minutes on ice: CD45 (30-F11), NK1.1 (PK136), CD3 (17A2), CD19 (1D3), CD4 (RM4-5), Gr-1 (RB6-8C5), CD44 (IM7), CD11b (M1/70) (BD Biosciences); MHC-I (H-2k; AF6-88.5.5.3), CD119 (2E2, biotin), Armenian Hamster IgG isotype (eBio299Arm, biotin) (Invitrogen); Streptavidin, F4/80 (BM8), CD8 (53-6.7), Ly6C (HK1.4), CD11c (N418), Ly6G (1A8), CD69 (H1.2F3), CD106 (MVCAM.A), CD62L (MEL-14), PD-1 (29F.1A12) (Biolegend); Tigit (1G9) (Tonbo). For human antibody HLA-A,B,C (W6/32) (BD Biosciences). To distinguish live/dead cells, DAPI and Ghost dye violet 510 (Tonbo) were used depending on whether the cells are fixed. Flow cytometry was performed on an LSRFortessa or Guava flow cytometer (Luminex Corporation) where indicated, and data were analyzed using FlowJo (TreeStar).

Neutralizing antibody and liposomal clodronate studies

To determine the specific immune cell dependency of senescence surveillance, depleting antibodies or drugs were administrated to the mice the day after doxycycline withdrawal. For NK cell depletion, mice were injected intraperitoneally (IP) with an α-NK1.1 antibody (250 μg; PK136, BioXcell) twice per week. For T cell depletion, mice were injected IP with either an α-CD4 (200 μg; GK1.5, BioXcell) or α-CD8 antibody (200 μg; 2.43, BioXcell) twice per week. Depletion of NK, CD4+, and CD8+ T cells was confirmed by flow cytometric of liver tumor tissue. For
neutrophil/myeloid-derived suppressive cells depletion, mice were injected intraperitoneally with an α-Gr-1 (200 μg; RB6-8C5, BioXcell) twice per week. For control, isotype control antibody (200 μg; LTF-2, BioXcell) was IP twice per week. For macrophage depletion, mice were injected intravenously (IV) with clodronate liposomes (10 gram/kg of mouse weight; ClodronateLiposomes.com) twice per week. PBS was used as a control.

**Immunofluorescence and immunohistochemistry**

Tissues were fixed overnight in 10% neutral buffered formalin (Richard-Allan Scientific), embedded in paraffin and cut into 5 µm sections. Sections were deparaffinized and rehydrated with a histoclear/alcohol series and subjected to antigen retrieval by boiling in citrate antigen retrieval buffer (Vector). Slides were then blocked in PBS/0.1% Triton X-100 containing 1% BSA. Primary antibodies were incubated overnight at 4°C in blocking buffer. The following primary antibodies were used: GFP (ab13970, Abcam, 1:500), Ki67 (550609, BD Biosciences, 1:200), CD8 (4SM15, eBioscience, 1:200), CD45 (70257, Cell Signaling Technology, 1:100), F4/80 (70076, Cell Signaling Technology, 1:200). For immunohistochemistry, Vector ImmPress HRP kits and ImmPact DAB (Vector Laboratories) were used for secondary detection. For immunofluorescence, the following secondary antibodies were used: goat anti-chicken AF488 (A11039, Invitrogen, 1:500), donkey anti-rabbit AF594 (A21207, Invitrogen, 1:500), goat anti-rabbit AF594 (A11037, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 1:500). All secondary antibodies were diluted in blocking buffer and incubated for 1 h at room
temperature. Subsequently, slides were washed and nuclei were counterstained with PBS containing DAPI, and mounted under cover slips with ProLong Gold (LifeTechnologies). Images were acquired with a Zeiss AxioImager microscope using Axiovision software.

**Public dataset transcriptomic analyses**

Signature of different human liver cancer subtype was obtained from previous study (90). In brief, the top 200 upregulated and downregulated genes were selected as the signature for each subtype. Transcriptomic data of senescent human tumor cell lines was used according to the previously published study (43) and obtained from the website [https://ccb.nki.nl/publications/cancer-senescence/](https://ccb.nki.nl/publications/cancer-senescence/). The expression of selected genes was compared between senescent and the corresponding proliferating cells among individual cell lines and normalized to determine the fold change. Another dataset reporting surface proteomic changes in the senescent cells was used and transcriptomic data was obtained from accession numbers GSE72404, GSE72407 and GSE72409. Differential expression analysis was then applied using the DESeq2 package (88) to define DEGs between proliferating and senescent samples, using fold change > 2 and an adjusted P value < 0.05 cut-off.

**Generation of IFNγ sensing (IGS) reporter**

We have adapted the construct design from the previously described paper (91). In brief, we have crafted a 5x Interferon Gamma-activated sequence (GAS) inserted in front of a mini promoter followed by ZsGreen1 reporter. The construct
also contains RFP driven by the PGK promoter to have constitutive RFP expression for cell visualization. The cells were transduced with virus and sorted through flow cytometry with high RFP level for stable expression of the construct in the cells.

**Statistical analyses**

Statistical analyses were performed using unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test in GraphPad Prism. Graphs display means ± s.e.m of independent biological replicates (mice).
RESULTS

A p53-restorable liver cancer model uncovers a cancer immune evasion-to-immune recognition switch

To study the specific effect of senescence on tumor cells and how senescence shapes the tumor microenvironment, we generated a senescence-inducible liver cancer model controlled by a restorable p53 short-hairpin RNA (shRNA). Specifically, we utilized the hydrodynamic tail vein injection (HTVI) technique (78) to transfct two transposon constructs (encoding NrasG12D-IRES-rtTA and TRE-tRFP-shp53, respectively) and a sleeping beauty SB13 transposase plasmid into adult liver hepatocytes of Bl/6 mice. In this Tet-On system, endogenous p53 is suppressed in the presence of doxycycline (Dox) via an inducible shRNA (Fig. 3A). As expected, the cooperation of oncogenic Ras and suppression of p53 leads to the transformation of hepatocytes. Mice develop tumors with poorly differentiated features 5-8 weeks after HTVI. To assess whether resulting tumors recapitulate molecular features of human liver cancer, we performed RNA-seq analysis in bulk tumor samples and compared our results with publicly available transcriptional profiles of human hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) (90). As shown in Fig 3.1, our model resembles the ‘Proliferation Class’ of HCC, which is enriched in mutations of TP53 and cell proliferation signaling pathways (such as PI3K/AKT and RAS/MAPK cascades) and has the worst prognosis amongst HCC genetic subtypes (92).

Exploiting the reversible nature of shRNA-mediated p53 suppression of this model, we were then able to restore endogenous p53 through doxycycline
withdrawal. Consistent with prior work from our lab demonstrating the addiction of cancer cells to sustained p53 loss (52,93) p53 restoration triggered tumor cells to undergo cellular senescence, as shown by the lack of proliferation marker Ki67 and the acquisition of positive SA-b-gal cell staining (Fig. 3B). This cell state switch triggered by p53 restoration translated into an extended survival of tumor bearing-mice (Fig. 3.2A).

To dissect the molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying the anti-tumor effects of senescence induction in advanced liver cancers, we derived 3 independent primary cell lines from on-dox tumors in which p53 is constantly suppressed and cell line NSP3 was predominantly used in this study. In line with our in vivo phenotype, tumor cells with restored p53 expression after doxycycline withdrawal exhibited upregulation of the downstream p53 target p21, which translated into a decreased proliferation rate and colony forming capacity and a robust SA-b-gal staining, further supporting the establishment of senescence (Fig. 3.2B-E). Importantly, injection of these (on dox) primary cell lines back into the liver of secondary recipient 'on dox' mice generated focal liver cancers in 3 weeks in a synchronized manner. Furthermore, these tumors rapidly regressed upon p53 restoration, consistent with the primary HTVI setting, as shown by longitudinal measurement of tumor volumes via ultrasound (Fig. 3D; Fig. 3.2F). Strikingly, liver tumors regressed extensively in size, up to an average of 80% within 3 weeks after p53 restoration, regardless of their initial size. This effect was further quantified through bioluminescence imaging of tumor cells expressing a GFP-luciferase (GFP-Luc) construct, in both HTVI and orthotopic injection models (Fig. 3.2G and
Given the comparable phenotypes observed between HTVI and orthotopic models, we exploited the latter as it enabled flexible molecular and functional characterization in both in vivo and in vitro contexts.

Given that the p53 restoration-induced senescence led to cell cycle arrest in vitro but potent tumor regressions in vivo, we hypothesized that senescence rewired interactions between tumor cells and their immune environment and that these interactions contribute to tumor control. To specifically assess a potential contribution of the immune system, we injected on-dox tumor cells into different mouse strains with varying degrees of immunodeficiency (Fig. 3.2B). Comparison of tumor volume changes upon p53 reactivation between Bl/6, Nude and Rag2−/− Il2rg−/− (R2G2) mice (a comparable equivalent to NSG mice) showed that tumor regressions were significantly impaired in Nude mice and entirely blunted in R2G2, indicating the requirement of innate and adaptive cell immunity for senescence surveillance (Fig. 3E-G; Fig. 3.2I and J). Of note, these phenotypes were independent of doxycycline administration, as (i) similar liver tumor regressions were observed with the Tet-Off system where the administration of doxycycline turns off the p53 hairpin (Fig. 3.2K), and (ii) tumor growth of liver tumors with constitutive suppression of p53 was comparable in the presence or absence of doxycycline (Fig 3.2L). Finally, regressions were comparable in both parental lines and those transduced with the GFP-Luc construct, ruling out a contribution from immunogenicity of exogenous proteins underlying these potent anti-tumor effects (Fig. 3.2M). Together, these data indicate that p53 reactivation triggers cancer
cells into a senescence response that is able to elicit potent immune mediated-tumor regressions in a physiologically accurate model of liver cancer in vivo.
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Figure 3. A p53-restorable liver cancer model uncovers a cancer immune evasion-to-immune recognition switch.
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Figure 3.1. The Nras-p53 liver tumor model resembles proliferation class in human hepatocellular carcinoma.

A, in vivo HTVI liver tumor RNA-seq revealed that p53 off tumors resembles “Proliferation Class” while p53 on tumor resembles “Interferon Class”. B, TCGA data of liver cancer patients were stratified with Proliferation signature score and grouped into top and bottom 33%. C, p53 mutation status of patients grouped by high or low Proliferation signature score. D, Gene Set Enrichment Analysis between p53 on and p53 Off tumor using Proliferation Class signature.
Fig. 1. Establishment of a genetically controlled tumor-specific senescence mouse model.
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Figure 3.2. Establishment of a genetically controlled tumor-specific senescence mouse model

Senescence induction remolds the immune landscape to trigger innate and adaptive anti-tumor immunity

We then exploited this senescence-inducible model to investigate how senescence reprograms the tumor microenvironment to elicit anti-tumor immunity. As a start, we first characterized immune infiltrate of p53-supressed (herein referred to as proliferating) and p53-reactivated (herein referred to as senescent) tumors. As shown in Fig. 4A, senescent tumors exhibited a significant increase of total CD45+ immune cells, consistent with previous reports that senescence can drive immune cell recruitment through the SASP (51,52). To obtain a more comprehensive picture of the immune landscape, we performed flow cytometry-based immunophenotyping of both proliferating and senescent tumors (the latter at 9 days after p53 restoration, i.e. the time-point in which tumor regressions start to occur). This showed an increase in the fraction of lymphocytes, including B cells and CD3 T cells, and a decrease of the Gr-1+ myeloid-derived suppressor cells/neutrophils (CD11b+Gr1+Ly6C low) upon senescence induction (Fig. 4B; Fig. 4.1A). This translated into a significant increase of CD3/neutrophil ratio (Fig. 4.1B), which has been identified as a favorable prognostic factor in human liver cancer (94).

To gain spatial information, we then exploited tissue clearing technology that preserves the tissue integrity and enables visualization of the different immune cells in the tumor microenvironment. Consistent with the flow cytometry immunophenotyping data, senescent tumors showed an accumulation of CD3 T cells and a decrease in the absolute numbers of neutrophils marked by MPO (95),
in both adjacent and core tumor regions (Fig. 4C; Fig. 4.1C and D). Importantly, CD8 T cells within senescent tumors were positive for CD69 and CD44 markers, indicating an activation state. In addition, a higher percentage of PD-1+ CD8 T cells is observed, suggesting prior T cell activation and priming (96). Finally, we have also observed an increased percentage of CD44+CD62L- CD8 T cells with effector function (97) (Fig. 4D).

To functionally pinpoint the specific cell types contributing to senescence surveillance, we then performed pharmacological perturbation to deplete specific immune compartments. Blocking antibodies targeting Gr1+ (anti-neutrophils) and NK1.1+ (anti-NK cells) cells did not affect senescent tumor regression, indicating that these cell types do not play a major role in senescence surveillance. In line with the abrogated tumor regression response in Nude mice lacking adaptive immunity (Fig. 3E), depletion of CD8+ (but not CD4+) T cells impaired senescence surveillance (Fig. 4E). Lastly, targeting macrophages through liposomal clodronate (98) also delayed senescence-driven tumor regressions (Fig. 4E; Fig. 4.1E). Interestingly, immunofluorescence staining showed that CD8 T cells localized with F4/80+ macrophages within senescent tumors in the transplantable (Fig. 4F) and primary HTVI (Fig. 4.1F) models, suggesting that these two populations may cooperate for optimal senescence surveillance. Together, our results indicate that senescence induction reprograms the tissue environment to activate innate and adaptive anti-tumor immunity, resulting in tumor regressions and extended host survival.
Figure 4. Senescence induction remolds immune landscape to trigger innate and adaptive anti-tumor immunity.

A, representative immunofluorescence images of CD45 and GFP staining marking immune cells and tumor cells respectively in proliferating and senescent tumor (7 days after p53 restored). B, flow cytometry analysis of immune landscape from proliferating and senescent tumor. Data are pooled from 3 independent experiments with total n=7 for proliferating tumor and n=9 for senescent tumor. C, Representation tissue clearing images from the orthotopically injected liver tumor. T cells are marked with CD3 staining. Neutrophils are marked with MPO staining. Vasculature is marked with CD31 staining. D, flow cytometry analysis of activation and effector markers of CD8 T cells. Data are pooled from 2 independent experiments with total n=11 for proliferating tumor and n=10 for senescent tumor. E, relative tumor volume measurement upon specific immune cells depletion. F, representative immunofluorescence images of CD8 T cells and F4/80 positive macrophages staining in the liver tumor.
Figure 4.1 Senescence engagement reverts from immune-suppressive to immune-activated tumor microenvironment.

A, gating strategy for immunophenotyping. Related to Fig. 4B. B, CD3 to neutrophil ratio calculated from Fig. 4B. C and D, individual channel of tissue clearing images (C) and quantification of CD3 T cells and neutrophil/volume and the CD3/Neutrophil ratio at indicated time points of tumor harvest (D). E, representative flow cytometry plots of CD4 and CD8 T cells depletion through corresponding antibodies. F, representative immunohistochemistry images showing CD8 T cells and F4/80+ macrophages staining in the HTVI tumor. Number of CD8 T cells/field is quantified and presented as mean ± s.e.m. 3 independent fields from each mouse were selected and for N=4 for both proliferating and senescent tumor (p53 restoration for 14 days).
Remodeling of secretome and surfaceome rewrites cell-cell communication pathways in senescent cells

In order to identify senescence effector programs underlying immune-mediated tumor control, we performed transcriptomic analysis comparing in vitro proliferating versus senescent NSP3 tumor cells, 8 days after p53 induction, a time-point when the senescence state is fully established (Fig. 3.1C). Among those changes, Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) showed senescent cells upregulate genes mediating immune responses while downregulating genes related to cell cycle, consistent with their growth arrest feature and SASP (Fig. 5A). In line with the previously described secretory phenotype (Fig. 5B), categorization of the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) by subcellular compartments of encoded proteins also showed a significant enrichment of the genes encoding for extracellular (EC) factors in senescent cells, which we validated by an orthogonal cytokine array measuring several SASP factors in the conditioned media of senescent cells (Fig. 5C). Interestingly, subcellular compartmentalization analysis of DEGs revealed that a quarter of the upregulated genes encoded plasma membrane (PM) proteins, which represented an even larger fraction than the secreted factors above described (Fig. 3B). Gene Ontology analyses of these genes indicated an enrichment in pathways related to signaling transduction and cytokine receptor activity (Fig. 5D; Fig. 5.1A), suggesting that senescence triggers a major remodeling of microenvironment sensing programs.

To determine whether transcriptional rewiring of PM factors is a universal feature of senescence or an effect uniquely linked to p53 action, we treated p53-
suppressed liver cancer cells with a previously published drug combination, trametinib plus palbociclib (T+P) that inhibits CDK4/6 and MEK respectively to induce senescence in a p53-independent manner. In accordance with the p53 restoration-induced senescence results, we found that drug-induced senescence similarly triggers upregulation of genes encoding both extracellular and PM factors (Fig. 5.1B). A consistent finding is observed mining the transcriptomic data from previous study inducing senescence in IMR90 fibroblasts with different senescence triggers (Fig. 5.1C, (35)). Interestingly, similar to the activation of SASP genes, the activation of genes encoding plasma membrane factors was blunted by JQ1 treatment, (Fig. 5H), a Brd4 inhibitor impairing enhancer-mediated gene expression (38). Together, these data suggest that, in addition to the SASP, senescence triggers major remodeling of the cell surface proteome, or surfaceome.

To validate these predictions from our transcriptomic analysis, we next directly profiled surfaceome changes triggered upon senescence induction by performing PM factor-enriched mass spectrometry (MS) using a biotin-labeling based approach (84) (Fig. 5.1D) in proliferating tumor cells and senescent counterparts. Non-biotin labeled samples were included as a control group to set up background signal-to-noise thresholds. This analysis revealed 887 high-confidence hits (see methods), including a large fraction of previously annotated plasma membrane factors annotated in the Uniprot database (Fig. 5E). The comparison between transcriptomic and proteomic analyses showed high consistency of mRNA expression and protein level, as well as an increased proportion of PM factors upregulated in senescent cells (Fig. 5F; Fig. 5.1E, F). We
have also identified previously described senescence-associated markers such as CD44 (99) and many more less characterized factors (Fig. 5G). Senescence-associated surface molecule changes were further validated by flow cytometry, validating the robustness of our methodology (Fig. 5.1G).
Figure 5. Remodeling of secretome and surfaceome rewires communication pathways in senescent cells.

A, GSEA of RNA-Seq data from p53 On (Senescent, SEN) vs. p53 Off (Proliferating, PRO) liver tumor cells in vitro. B, subcellular localization of differentially expressed genes (p <0.05, FC >2) and all detected genes (TPM >1) from RNA-seq data in A. C, cytokine array of conditioned medium collected from proliferating and senescent cells (p53 On D6 to D8) in vitro. Samples are from 2 independent biological replicates. D, Gene Ontology (GO) analysis of upregulated plasma membrane proteins in senescent cells. E, mass spectrometry analysis of plasma membrane-enriched proteome in proliferating and senescent cells. Controls are the samples without biotin labeling serving as background noise. Red and blue box represent proteins enriched in senescent and proliferating cells respectively. F, comparison between mass spectrometry and RNA-seq of detected differentially expressed genes. G, Volcano plot of annotated plasma membrane factors identified from mass spectrometry. H, transcriptomic analysis of DEGs from proliferating and senescent cells treated with JQ1. EC, extracellular; PM, plasma membrane.
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Figure 5.1. Cell surfaceome is substantially remodeled in senescent cells.

A, GO analysis of upregulated plasma membrane proteins in senescent cells. Related to Fig. 5D. B, subcellular localization of detected DEGs (TPM > 1, p <0.05, FC >2 ) of trametinib (T) and palbociclib (P) treated and vehicle treated mouse liver cancer cells. C, transcriptomic data analysis from public dataset comparing two senescent triggers in IMR90 fibroblast. TIS, therapy-induced senescence triggered by etoposide; OIS, oncogene-induced senescence by HRasG12V. Related to Fig. 5D. D, graphic illustration of the protocol of plasma membrane-enriched mass spectrometry (MS). E, dynamics of the annotated plasma membrane genes compared between mass spectrometry and RNA-seq. F, differentially expressed Uniprot-annotated plasma membrane factors profiled by MS. G, validation of MS hits using flow cytometry. H, pathway analysis using MsigDB Hallmark genesets of cluster 1 and 4 in proliferating and senescent cells treated with JQ1. Related to Fig. 5H.
**Senescent cells are primed to sense and amplify IFNγ signaling**

The above transcriptional and proteomic changes suggest that senescent cells sense extracellular tissue cues differently, and that these changes may be involved in the interaction between senescent cells and their environment. To examine this further, we mined DEGs and proteomic changes that may rewire signaling pathways relevant for senescence surveillance. Specifically, we searched for signaling pathways predicted to be: (i) uniquely hyper-activated in senescent cells, (ii) blunted by Brd4 inactivation, a perturbation known to blunt senescence surveillance (38), (iii) altered in human liver cancers (90). This revealed a major rewiring of interferon pathways in senescent cells (Fig. 5H; Fig. 5.1H), consistent with their higher IFNGR1 surface protein levels, and further validated by flow cytometry (Fig. 6A, B; Fig. 6.1A). Additional upregulation of several positive regulators of interferon signaling such as Irf1 (Fig. 6C) and concomitant downregulation of multiple negative regulators (Ptpn2 (100), Socs1 and Socs3) was observed (101,102), Fig. 6D). Together, these results suggest that senescence induction enhances responsiveness of tumor cells to Type II IFN (ie. IFNγ) signals.

To functionally test whether senescent cells are “primed” for sensing IFNγ, we treated proliferating and senescent cells with the same amounts of IFNγ and examined the activation of downstream IFNγ signaling transcription factor, Stat1. As shown in Fig. 6D, tumor cells triggered to senescence have much higher levels of phospho-Stat1, which is the active form of Stat1 that transcribes IFN genes. Importantly, the enhanced IFNγ sensing phenotype was consistently observed
across different genetic or pharmacologic insults (p53 restoration, trametinib plus palbociclib, and also cisplatin) (Fig. 5D; Fig. 5.1D). Consistently, human cell lines from various cancer types triggered to senesce by different drug treatments showed enhanced IFNγ sensing machinery, independent of their underlying p53 status (Fig. 6E; Fig. 6.1F-I), indicating that upregulation of IFNγ sensing may be a more general feature of senescence rather than a p53-dependent phenomenon. Of note, IFNγ is not secreted by senescent cells as part of a SASP program, excluding the possibility of IFNγ signaling may influence senescence responses in an autocrine manner.
Figure 6. Senescent cells are primed to sense and amplify IFNγ signaling

A and B, IFNGR1 level between proliferating and senescent cells profiled from mass spectrometry and validated by flow cytometry. AU, arbitrary unit. C, normalized expression level (senescent/proliferating) of selected IFNγ signaling genes from RNA-seq data of 3 independent p53-restorable cell lines and also two other senescence triggers. NSP3 are the cell line predominantly used in this study. D, western blot analysis of IFNγ signaling genes. T+P, trametinib plus palbociclib. E, transcriptomic analysis from public dataset SENESCopedia. Human cells lines were treated with Ali, alisertib or Eto, etoposide for indicated days.
Figure 6.1. Sensitization to IFNγ in senescent cells is independent of p53 status

A, IFNGR1 level validation in 3 independent cell lines. NSP3 line is predominantly used in this study. B, expression level of selected antigen presentation genes from RNA-seq data in proliferating and senescent cells. C, MHC-I level in proliferating and senescent cells measured by flow cytometry. D, SA-β-gal staining in NSP3 cells with different senescence triggers. E, IFNγ and TNFα treatment on both proliferating and senescent cells for 2 days. F, overlapping of DEGs comparing senescent vs. proliferating NSP3 cells treated with different senescence triggers. G, GSEA comparing our common senescence signature from F and the RNA-seq results from SENESCopedia human cell lines. H, GSEA revealed an enrichment in MSigDB Hallmark IFN gamma response pathway in senescent human cell lines of SENESCopedia. I, p53 mutation status of human cell lines used in SENESCopedia.
Senescence cooperates with IFNγ to potentiate the antigen presentation program independent of SASP regulation

To explore the downstream consequences of the enhanced Type II IFN sensing and signaling of senescent cells, we performed the RNA-seq on both proliferating and p53-restored senescent cells treated with or without IFNγ at low dose (50 pg/ml). Mining established IFNγ response gene sets, we observed that cell-intrinsic senescent cell changes cooperate with extracellular IFNγ to enhance genes expression involved in antigen presentation. Specifically, we found (i) a cluster of IFNγ response genes whose expression is downregulated in senescence even in the presence of IFNγ, containing the aforementioned negative regulators of IFNγ pathway such as Ptpn2, Socs1 and Socs3; and (ii) a cluster representing synergistic effects of IFNγ and senescence, including several critical factors mediating the antigen presentation program, such as the transcription factor Nlrc5, immunoproteasome Psmb8, Psmb9, and also Tap1 and B2m, essential for processing and presenting the peptide on MHC-I complex (Fig. 7A). Interestingly, while many of these factors were induced by the induction of senescence alone (eg. Tap1 and B2m), these analyses uncover a cooperative effect of extracellular IFNγ in activating the antigen presenting program, independent of the SASP program, that did not further change upon IFNγ treatment (Fig. 7B). Consistently, levels of MHC-I levels and other IFNγ response genes were specifically induced in senescent exposed to IFNγ as compared to proliferating counterparts, even at higher doses of IFNγ treatment (1 ng/ml, Fig. 7C-D; Fig. 6.1B-C).
To confirm these findings in the human setting, we validated the enhancement of antigen presentation pathway in human cancer cell lines triggered to senesce (Fig. 7.1A) (43). Furthermore, we experimentally generated isogenic human liver cancer cells differing in their p53 status to selectively alter their senescence responsiveness to specific senescence-inducing perturbations such as Nutlin. Consistent with the above findings, surface HLA levels were cooperatively induced by the convergent effects of senescence induction and IFNγ treatment, in a manner that could be correlated with the senescence responsiveness across the different lines tested and that could be genetically rescued by perturbations driving senescence bypass in previously senescence-sensitive cells. (Fig. 7.1B-D). In sum, our data show that cell-intrinsic senescence-associated changes cooperate with IFNγ to further shape the transcriptome of senescent cells in a manner that enhances the antigen presentation program.
Figure 7. Senescence cooperates with IFNγ to potentiate the antigen presentation program independent of SASP regulation

A and B, RNA-seq of p53 restored senescent and proliferating cells treated with low dose of IFNγ (50 pg/ml). Genes from MSigDB Hallmark IFN gamma response were used for heatmap clustering (A). Differentially expressed genes comparing p53 restored senescent and proliferating cells that encode extracellular factors were selected for heatmap clustering (B). C, RT-qPCR of selected antigen presentation pathway genes in NSP3 cells treated with low (50 p/ml) or high (1 ng/ml) dose of IFNγ. D, MHC-I level of proliferating and p53-restored senescent cells after IFNγ treatment measured by Guava flow cytometer.
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Figure 7.1. Validation of the cooperativity between senescence and IFNγ signaling in human cell lines.

A, Expression of selected genes in antigen presentation pathways comparing between senescent and proliferating from human cancer cell lines from SENESCopedia. B to D, Human liver cancer cell lines and isogenic p53 KO clones were treated with indicated drug to induce senescence. Human rIFNγ was subsequently treated in those cells and HLA was measured after 24h of treatment. “HLA-index” was determined by calculating the HLA expression level difference between drug-treated vs. untreated cells, in the presence or absence of IFNγ (B). The summary of 5 human cell lines (including two isogenic p53 KO clones) treated with Nutlin or trametinib + pablociclib shown by the colony formation assay after 8 days of replating and HLA-index results (C). p53 and RAS pathway mutation status of the human cell lines (D).
Senescence enhances IFNγ signaling sensitivity in vivo

As senescent cells themselves do not express IFNγ confirmed by cytokine array in our system, we hypothesized that the enhanced IFNγ sensing phenotype renders senescent cells more sensitive to signals stemming from the immune microenvironment. To examine this phenomenon in vitro and in vivo, we adapted an IFNγ sensing (IGS) reporter from a recently published study for visualization of intracellular IFNγ signaling (91). The reporter consists of a series of Interferon Gamma-activated sequence (GAS), followed by ZsGreen1 fluorescent protein sequence, and a RFP sequence driven by a constitutive promoter for visualization of cells (Fig. 8A). As expected, IGS reporter-expressing NSP3 cells showed increased ZsGreen1 signal upon treatment with recombinant IFNγ in a dose-dependent manner and, consistent with our previous results, this signal was stronger in senescent cells, across different senescence triggers, compared to their proliferating counterparts (Fig. 8B; Fig. 8.1A and B). The same finding could be also extended in the context of heterotypic cell-cell interactions, where an in vitro co-culture system was established by incubating OT-I T cells with antigen-matched ovalbumin (OVA)-expressing NSP3 cells (Fig. 8.1C). With this observation, we turned to an in vivo setup where BL/6 mice were orthotopically injected with IGS reporter-expressing tumor cells and the liver tumors were subsequently harvested after p53 reactivation or not for tissue clearing technology. This revealed a robust ZsGreen1 expression in p53-restored tumors that contrasted with the reduced patterns in the p53-suppressed counterparts (Fig. 8C
and D). Together these data suggest that senescent tumor cells in vivo also have an increased sensitivity to IFNγ.

To interrogate the functional contribution of IFNγ signaling to the interactions between senescent cells and immune cells, we first used the aforementioned in vitro co-culture system, which in particular, circumvents the confounding effect of immune recruitment mediated by SASP in vivo. Given the immune blockade phenotype as well as the spatial distribution between CD8 T cells and F4/80 macrophages in p53-restored tumor above noted, OT-I T cells and Kupffer cells, the liver resident macrophages, were added in the in vitro co-culture with senescent NSP3 tumor cells (Fig. 8.2A and B). In the presence of macrophages, a significant increase of IFNγ level was detected in the conditioned medium collected from this assay, which also correlates with a higher MHC-I level on the cell surface of senescent cells (Fig. 8.2F and G). Furthermore, a more prominent cell death phenotype, in an IFNγ-dependent manner, was observed when cells were cocultured with T cells and macrophage rather than with T cells alone (Fig. 9A; Fig. 8.1C-E). These results showed a critical heterotypic interaction between CD8 T cells and macrophages for eliminating senescent cells, supporting the previous finding in vivo, and suggest the intact cell-intrinsic IFNγ-sensing pathway in senescent cells is required for their effective clearance.
Figure 8. Senescence enhances IFNγ signaling sensitivity in vivo

A, graphic illustration of IFNγ sensing (IGS) reporter. B, left, representative flow cytometry plots measuring ZsGreen1 signals in proliferating and senescent cells treated with 1 ng/ml IFNγ. Right, quantification of ZsGreen1 positive cells of total population upon IFNγ treatment. C, RepresentationTissue clearing images from the orthotopically injected liver tumor expressing IGS reporter-expressing. D, quantification of 3 randomly selected fields from each mouse. N=5 and N=3 for the proliferating and senescent tumor respectively.
Figure 8.1. Increased sensitivity of IFNγ across different senescent triggers

A, representative microscopic images of IGS reporter-expressing cells treated with IFNγ under different senescent triggers. B, quantification of ZsGreen1 intensity from (A) through Guava flow cytometer. MFI, median fluorescence intensity. C, quantification of ZsGreen1 intensity in OT-I T cells and tumor cells co-culture experiments. Cells are trypsinized and measured after 20 hours of co-culture.
Supplementary Fig. CD8 and Macrophage cooperate to kill senescent cells in an IFNg-dependent manner.

A. Schematic representation of the experimental setup.

B. Flow cytometry analysis showing the percentage of viable tumor cells (GFP+).

C. Confocal microscopy images of WT and IFNGR1 KO tumor cells under different conditions.

D. Confocal microscopy images of growing and senescent tumor cells with and without KC and T cells.

E. Graph showing tumor cell killing (% of viable tumor cells) under different conditions.
Figure 8.2. CD8 T cells and macrophages cooperate to kill senescent cells in a IFNγ-dependent manner.

A, Schematic of triple co-culture with OT-I T cells, Kupffer cells (KC) and tumor cells. B, purity of KC examined by flow cytometry. C to E, time-lapsed co-culture assay images and quantification by measuring the number of GFP positive cells changes, normalized to the tumor cell only well as control. C, senescent cells and D, proliferating cells. E, quantification of the the final time point at 50 hours after co-culture.
**IFNγ signaling is necessary for effective senescence surveillance**

To interrogate the functional contribution of senescent cell-IFNγ signaling to immune-mediated surveillance, we first used CRISPR/Cas9-tools to knockout IFNGR1 in liver tumor cells and injected them into the liver of immunocompetent mice (Fig. 9A). We found that the senescence-induced regression triggered by p53 restoration was blunted in IFNGR1 KO tumors (Fig. 9B). Of note, while IFNGR1 KO did not affect basal MHC-I levels in tumor or senescent cells, it blunted MHC-I inducibility upon IFNγ treatment. In accordance, the KO of IFNGR1 mimicked effects of knockout of B2M, a critical component of MHC-I (Fig. 9.1A, B), demonstrating that intact cell-intrinsic IFNγ signaling is required for effective senescence surveillance in vivo (Fig. 9.1C).

As IFNγ is not secreted by senescent cells in vitro, we also assessed the effects of suppressing host derived IFNγ in senescent cell state and fate in vivo. To do so, we injected parental liver tumor cells into the livers of WT vs. IFNG KO mice orthotopically and assessed tumor regressions upon p53 restoration, as above. This showed that senescent tumor regressions are completely blunted (Fig. 9C, D). Strikingly, the immune infiltration phenotype is not abrogated upon senescence induction, as shown by flow cytometry results and histologic quantification of immune cells within senescent versus proliferating tumors (Fig. 7E, F; Fig. 9.1D-F), and consistent with a retained SASP response (Fig. 7B). In contrast, inactivation of host-derived IFNγ resulted in loss of MHC-I expression. This effect was specific to tumor cells, as immune cells and other normal cells still retained basal MHC-I levels (Fig. 9.1E). These data demonstrate a critical
contribution of heterotypic cell-cell interactions and tissue sensing programs of senescent cells for their effective elimination, and a decoupling from the immune recruitment mediated by SASP that is necessary but not sufficient for optimal senescence surveillance in vivo.
Main figure

(a) Comparison of tumor volume change upon p53 restoration between different genetically-modified tumor cells transplanted into Bl/6N WT mice.

(b) Comparison of tumor volume change upon p53 restoration of parental tumor cells transplanted into Bl/6J WT or IFNG KO mice.

(c) Tumor cells perturbation (receptor)

(d) Host perturbation (ligand)

(e) Immune cells

(f) Merge, GFP, CD45

Growth (p53 OFF)

Senescence (p53 ON)
Figure 9. IFNγ signaling is necessary for effective senescence surveillance

A, IFNGR1 knockout shown by flow cytometry. Chr8 KO serves as a neutral control.

B, Senescent tumor regression phenotype of ifngr1 or Chr8 KO tumor cells orthotopically injected into WT Bl/6N mice. C, Senescent tumor regression phenotype of parental tumor cells orthotopically injected into WT or IFNG KO mice.

D, representative macroscopic images of tumor collected at D21 from (C). E, immunophenotyping of tumor from indicated tumor cells or hosts, quantifying CD45 positive cells among total alive cells. F, representative immunofluorescence images of CD45 staining in proliferating and senescent tumor from indicated host.
Supplementary Fig. Blunting IFNGR1/IFNγ signaling in tumor cells phenocopies B2m knockout in senescence surveillance.
Figure 9.1. Blunting IFNGR1/IFNγ signaling in tumor cells phenocopies B2m knockout in senescence surveillance.

A, MHC-I level comparing Ifngr1 KO and Chr8 KO tumor cells treated with IFNγ (1ng/ml). B, MHC-I level between Ch8r, Ifngr1 and B2m KO tumor cells. C, Senescent tumor regression phenotype of B2m KO comparing Ifngr1 KO and Chr8 KO. Figure was overlay with Fig. 9B. D, representative flow cytometry plots gating the GFP+ tumor cells and CD45+ immune cells. E, representative flow cytometry plots showing MHC-I level in tumor cells and immune cells from WT and IFNG KO mice. F, representative immunofluorescence images of CD45 staining in proliferating and senescent tumor from indicated host.
**DISCUSSION**

Senescence is a potent tumor suppressive program that (1) antagonizes cell cycle progression and (2) can elicit a robust immune surveillance response. However, the mechanistic basis by which senescence prevents tumor initiation can vary and is likely context dependent. In the discussion below, I will reconcile the various mechanisms of senescence described in the literature.

In contrast to the evidence provided in this thesis that demonstrates senescent cells are cleared by CD8+ T cells, it was previously reported that p53 restoration in liver tumor cells evoked a strong NK cell – dependent anti-tumor immune response (52). One explanation is that the previous study was performed in nude mice, which lack adaptive immunity, and therefore the contribution of T cells could not be investigated. Second, it is plausible that the cell of origin might influence immune recognition and clearance of senescent cells. For example, the previous studied derived senescent cells from liver progenitor cells, whereas the cells used in this study was generated from adult hepatocytes. In addition, the NK cell population in the immunocompetent liver tumor model only slightly increased upon senescence induction (1.5 -> 2.5%) (Fig. 4B), suggesting that NK cells didn’t play a predominant role in senescence surveillance in our model. However, our results didn’t completely contradict to the previous finding that by if we look more carefully at senescent tumor regression phenotype between nude and R2G2 mice (Fig. 3.1J), there is still a slight decrease of the tumor volume in nude mice whereas it is entirely abrogated in R2G2. This may suggest NK cells might still contribute to senescence surveillance while its effect may be masked by the presence of T cells.
In another study, senescent cells were cleared by macrophages and CD4 T cells. In this scenario, oncogenic RAS was expressed in hepatocytes directly with p53 intact. This differs from our study, whereby we restored p53 expression in RAS transformed hepatocytes to induce senescence. While senescence is the major phenotypic outcome in both experiments, these striking observations suggest that the order in which p53 is activated is critical for eliciting innate or adaptive immune surveillance programs.

One intriguing possibility is that CD4 and CD8 T cells may mediate immune surveillance at different stages of malignancy. It was observed in mice challenged with OIS and harvested long after the premalignant hepatocytes were cleared (~3.5 months), that there was significant accumulation of CD8 T cells in the liver compared to PBS control. This observation supports the theory that CD4 and CD8 T cell mediated anti-tumor immunity may depend on the particular stage of tumorigenesis; however, such conclusions would need to be further validated experimentally.

In addition to cell-intrinsic factors, the microenvironment might also play an important role in determining what immune cell subtype may mediate the clearance of senescent cells. Two previous studies from our lab support a NK-dependent mechanism, while other studies favor a CD8 T-dependent mechanism. In support of this theory, it was observed that pancreatic cancer cells that metastasize to lung are more sensitive to NK-cell mediated clearance compared to primary tumor cells in the pancreas, which were eliminated by CD8 T cells. Furthermore, in our liver tumor model, we also also observed that senescence tumor regression response
differs between orthotopic injected liver tumor vs. subcutaneously transplanted tumor. Thus, it is plausible that the location and tissue type dictates whether senescent cells are cleared by adaptive of innate immune cells.

Although our p53 restoration senescence model is somewhat artificial given that the loss of p53 is an irreversible event during tumorigenesis, we uncovered some interesting biology that could be extended to other context of senescence beyond this model. Importantly, as our model triggered senescence in tumor cells specifically, we could therefore exclude some confounding factors that other senescence stimuli (such as drug or radiation therapy) that could also modulate the microenvironment such as activation of the immune system and stromal cells for anti-tumorigenic effect (79,80). It would be important to further validate our observation in other senescence context but a recent preprint study from Julian Downward group, who has made a similar finding of increased sensitivity towards IFNγ in Kras inhibitor treated lung cancer model, has given us some confidence in the generalizability of our findings.

Here we proposed a working model based on our findings that senescent tumor cells interact with the microenvironment in a reciprocal manner: 1) through the secreted proteins associated with SASP, recruit and activate the immune cells, particularly CD8 T cells and macrophages; 2) senescent cells remodel their surfaceome and signaling networks to receive and interpret the environmental signal differently that prime the senescent cells to environmental signals. Specially, in our model, we have demonstrated that different factors, both positively and negatively regulate the IFNγ signaling, have converged to jointly upregulate the
pathway to promote the antigen presentation program in senescent cells for appropriate immune recognition and together with SASP to achieve optimal senescence surveillance (Fig. 10).

Beyond our work demonstrating a differential sensitivity to IFNγ in senescent cells, it is conceivable that there are other sensing pathways that have been altered during senescence. Of note, calcium signaling has stood out as one of the top hits from GO analysis of differentially expressed genes encoding plasma membrane proteins. Calcium signaling has been linked to a broad range of cellular functions in several physiological contexts (103). Nonetheless, how this signaling is regulated in senescence and affects the microenvironment remains poorly understood. Moreover, the fact that other secretory factors independent of SASP could further modify senescent cells implies that the gene expression profiles we see in vitro will not fully predict what is observed in vivo, and this argues strongly for in vivo profiling studies to fully understand senescent states.

While the regulation of SASP is well understood, it has not been systemically characterized how the remodeling of surfaceome is regulated when cells are triggered to senesce. Interestingly, we found a coincidental dynamic that the genes encoding secreted factors and plasma membrane proteins seems to be jointly regulated in a Brd4-dependent manner (Fig. 5H). Brd4 is a chromatin reader that binds to the superenhancer region and recruit transcription factors to enhance gene transcription. It has been shown that Brd4 binds to the emerging superenhancer region adjacent to SASP genes during senescence to drive gene expression (38). It is intriguing to speculate that the epigenetic changes in
senescent cells lead to coordinate efforts to rewire both secretome and surfaceome simultaneously. These changes may jointly create a crosstalk feedback loop between senescent cells and neighboring cells to remodel the whole microenvironment. However, more mechanistic studies are entailed to support this hypothesis, including performing the chromatin profiling for the superenhancer changes and analysis on transcription factors driving those genes encoding PM factors to understand the underlying regulation.

Recently it has been demonstrated that type I Interferon (IFN) response is triggered at the late stage of senescence due to the de-repression of retrotransposable elements (RTEs). Those RTEs are reverse transcribed into cDNA and sensed by cGAS-STING to activate the downstream type I IFN. Interestingly, several studies from early 2000 have revealed that a great number of IFN pathway (majorly type I IFN) genes are silenced through DNA methylation during the process of immortalization in Li–Fraumeni syndrome (LFS) fibroblasts, and with the treatment of DNMT inhibitor it induced senescence in those cells and reactivated those IFN genes (104,105). The authors have concluded that IFN signaling, which have shown to exert a growth-suppressive through in a p53 and p21-dependent manner (106-108), may get silenced as an early event in acquisition to immortalization. These coinciding findings have together pointed toward a conclusion that the cell-intrinsic IFN pathway, more specifically type I IFN, is naturally evolved to be silenced during immortalization and can be reactivated during senescence induction. While most of the studies have linked senescence to type I IFN responses, less is known about the role of type II IFN (ie. IFNγ) in
senescence, probably due to the fact that IFN\(\gamma\) is not commonly reported as a SASP factor. Although both type I and II IFN signaling share some common downstream targets and thus they often come up together in the pathway analysis, the machinery to receive the exogenous ligand is different (109). Type I IFN pathway starts with interferons such as IFN\(\alpha\) and IFN\(\beta\) binding to common receptor IFNAR1/IFNAR2 and activating TYK2 and JAK1 respectively. It subsequently phosphorylates transcription factor STAT1 and STAT2 and leads to the formation of STAT1–STAT2–IRF9 complex to drive the transcription in the nucleus through binding to IFN-stimulated response elements (ISREs) in DNA. On the other hand, the receptor of type II IFN pathway is composed of two subunits, IFNGR1 and IFNGR2, in association with JAK1 and JAK2 respectively. Once binding to the ligand IFN\(\gamma\), it activates STAT1–STAT1 homodimers that translocate to nucleus to bind to GAS for gene transcription. Notably, recent studies have identified Ptpn2 as a critical negative regulator specific to IFN\(\gamma\) signaling and the loss of Ptpn2 sensitized the tumor cells to CD8 T-mediated immune surveillance (100). We have found that by inducing senescence, Ptpn2 is mildly downregulated transcriptionally while more strikingly reduced at the protein level (Fig. 4C, D). The mechanisms of how Ptpn2 is downregulated in senescence requires more detailed investigation. In our study, we have demonstrated that IFN\(\gamma\) response is not only a hallmark of senescence as previously shown (43) but more interestingly, it is augmented in senescent cells in the presence of exogenous IFN\(\gamma\) comparing with their proliferating counterpart. This makes IFN\(\gamma\) signaling a new player to field of
senescence studies, in concert with type I IFN to jointly regulate immune responses.

It is well established that IFNγ plays a critical role in immune surveillance (110). For instance, it has been found that those non-responders to checkpoint blockade immunotherapy harboring mutations in IFNγ signaling pathway (111). However, some recent findings have also shown that the chronic exposure to IFNγ could lead to upregulation of PD-L1 expression and thus inhibit T cell activation, with the consequence of immune evasion (112,113). It has been thus proposed that whether IFNγ acting as anti- or pro-tumor role depends largely on the duration and magnitude of IFNγ signaling (112). In our case where senescence is induced in tumor cells, it could re-engage IFNγ signaling in an acute manner to facilitate the immune surveillance. However, whether senescent cells observed in other contexts (eg. senescent adipocytes and stromal cells during ageing) behave the same when receiving exogenous IFNγ signaling remains to be determined.

Finally, our study has revealed a potential mechanism of how senescence can provoke immune surveillance and also provide a rationale to use senescence-eliciting agents to further potentiate immunotherapy. Although our study primarily used liver cancer as the model for senescence, we expect our findings can be extended to other cancer contexts where senescence induction in tumor cells could synergize with immunotherapy.
Figure 10. Senescence rewires the microenvironment sensing program to facilitate immune surveillance
FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

Advancing the first part of my thesis, we have also performed scRNA-seq analysis in both proliferating and senescent tumor on tumor, immune and stromal cells to obtain a comprehensive picture of tumor and microenvironmental changes upon senescence induction in vivo. Particularly, we would like to have more granularity on the immune cells part as it might shed some light about how CD8 T cells and macrophages interact with each other to mediate senescence surveillance in our model. In light of a recently published study in the context of HBV infection, it appears that liver macrophages, or Kupffer cells, can present viral antigens to the CD8 T cells to re-invigorate the cytotoxic activity against HBV-infected hepatocytes (114). We therefore are wondering whether macrophages help cross-present the antigens to CD8 T cells for tumor cells recognition in our model.

Transcriptomic analysis of macrophages and T cells, whether at the single cell or bulk level, should provide valuable insight into the signaling pathway that might be rewired in these two cell types. Moreover, our consistent in vitro finding that T cells and macrophages cooperate for killing senescent cells suggested that it could be also a useful assay to interrogate such interactions in a more manageable manner. Other ongoing studies are incorporating intravital microscopy to observe in real-time the interaction between immune cells and tumor cells. Here, we expect to see different waves of immune infiltration during senescence induction. Another interesting question is where those immune cells are coming from and where they might go afterwards. As our current study only
record the immune landscape at one snapshot in time, the incorporation of intravital microscopy would undoubtedly unveil additional aspects of senescence immune surveillance.

From the tumor perspective, the concept that in vitro and in vivo senescence might differ a lot is an attractive and provocative hypothesis to test. From our study, it is suggested that the tumor cells might lack of intact signaling coming from the microenvironment to complete the senescence transcription program. We would expect our scRNA-seq might also shed some light on this perspective regarding the difference between in vitro and in vivo and also the heterogeneity lying amount the senescent cells themselves. Another interesting question arises from our work: what are the underlying molecular mechanisms of differential sensitivity towards IFN\_\gamma between senescent and proliferating tumor cells? Coincidentally, a recent preprint study from Julian Downward group has documented a relevant finding that KrasG12C inhibition through drug increased the tumor sensitivity towards both type I and II IFN signaling in a lung cancer model. They linked this increased sensitivity towards to the downregulation of Myc when Ras is inhibited. Interesting, senescence is also known to downregulate Myc transcriptional output, and thus this might also serve as a plausible explanation for our observation. The transcription factor analysis on those IFN sensing genes might be us some more clues how this pathway is concomitantly regulated during senescence. And these findings will be relevant for understanding the underlying mechanisms to overcome the resistance to immunotherapy by re-engaging IFN\_\gamma signaling in tumor cells.
APPENDIX

Identification of cell surface factors as novel targets for senolytics

Here, I will briefly discuss the ongoing work performing an in vitro shRNA pooled screen using the aforementioned Nras-shp53 liver tumor cells lines. As p53-restored senescent cells have undergone substantial transcriptional and proteomic changes, we hypothesized that some factors may be critical for maintaining the survival of those cells. We have thus selected the differentially expressed genes from the RNA-seq and also PM-enriched MS analyses to assemble the gene list for functional genetic screen. We have divided those genes into several subgroups based on the subcellular compartments, including cytoplasmic, nucleus, plasma membrane, and extracellular region.

Based on our previous finding that senescent cells exhibit a drastic change on the cell surfaceome, we decided to focus on those factors to identify potential targets for senolytics. We have thus used a library containing 147 genes chosen from the DEGs in our MS analysis. With 6 shRNA replicates targeting individual genes, we have about 1000 shRNA in total, including the essential gene and neutral control, in our library. As our initial proposal is to have a focused library with small size so that we can simultaneously perform in vitro and in vivo screen, we estimated how many clones that can be recovered from our Nras-shp53 liver cancer model. Our preliminary results showed that from a library of 3000 barcodes, an average of 700-800 barcodes can be well recovered with good representation (Fig. 11A). Thus, we decided to divide our initial library into 2 sub-libraries.
containing about 500 shRNA each to make it more feasible for the in vivo screen. Due to the limited time, we have so far only performed the in vitro screen.

As shown in Fig. 11B, we used three orthogonal Nras-p53 liver cell lines for screening and collected the cells at 4 indicated timepoints for comparison. That is the initial timepoint (T0D), at least 15 doublings in the proliferating condition (T9G), early senescent timepoint (T10S) and also late senescent timepoint where the bypasser cells might ourgrow (T15S). The goal of study can be divided into three arms based on the comparison we can make: 1) Identify targets eliciting tumor suppressive effect in the proliferating cells (T9G vs. T0D, Fig. 11C). 2) Identify targets eliciting senolytic effect in the senescent cells (T10S vs. T0D, Fig. 10D right red box). We further make the criteria stricter by comparing (T10S vs. T9G) to eliminate targets that have effects on both proliferating and senescent cells. 3) Identify targets that may help bypass senescence (T15S vs. T10s, Fig. 10D left red box). By intersecting the hits between 3 cell lines, we have found two putative targets shown in figure 12. The rest of the other candidates are still under analysis.

As it is still at the early stage of the screen, the functional validation is currently still ongoing, and we haven’t looked into any specific biology behind yet so far. Given the beneficial effect of eliminating senescent cells in a timely manner, our ultimate goal is to identify novel senolytic targets that can be exploited in cancer therapeutics as well as in treatment for other aging-related pathologies.
Figure 11. Experimental setup of shRNA pooled screen to identify novel senolytic targets.

A, Comparison between in vitro vs. in vivo barcode recovery as a strategy to identify optimal number of shRNA used for in vivo study. B, experimental design of the screen setup. C, waterfall plot for identifying targets depleted in the proliferating setting. D, waterfall plot for identifying targets depleted and enriched in the senescent setting.
Figure 12. Putative targets in the proliferating group comparison from two sub-libraries.

By comparing T9G vs. T0D: blue dots indicated depleted hits whereas red dots indicated enriched hits. Noted some of the top targets are listed as essential genes in our library, thus could be excluded for further study.


